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20/20 SeedSense®

Take the blindfold off. 

SeedSense is the monitor that makes changes that make you money. It gives you 
everything you need to know about your planter’s performance. Maximize your speed 
without compromising ride. Reduce compaction and control depth. And most of all, 
you can see everything you need to know about your planter, in real time.

FieldView® & FieldView® Plus
Intuitive field info, on any iPad® tablet.

With FieldView, you have an instant high-definition picture of planter performance. 
This unprecedented view allows growers to manage the planter with an entire “field 
view” of planter performance. Plus, all of your field and planting data connects to 
SeedSense and is stored on your tablet. Furthermore, with FieldView Plus, you have 
access to all your information, anytime, everywhere. This wireless cloud-based 
system puts your data at your fingertips, and allows you to share it, all while your 
data is backed up securely and remotely.

PRODUCT SUMMARY SHEET

AirForce®

Automatic control is in your control. 

AirForce takes information from SeedSense and uses air to automatically increase or 
decrease the weight on the row unit. So you can ensure proper planting depth and 
avoid root-stunting sidewall compaction, for all planter types.

DeltaForce®

Constant control for the perfect seed environment. 

DeltaForce automatically controls weight on each individual row, creating the perfect 
seed environment. So you avoid root compaction and achieve higher yields. With an 
average 11.5 bushel* per acre advantage over fixed management, you can see why 
taking control pays off.
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eSet®
Every Seed. Every Time. 

The new standard for seeding accuracy and flexibility, you can space precisely and 
harvest more by dropping a single seed, down the center, every time. It’s simple 
ingenuity that other meters just don’t have. Plus, you can handle any seed size or 
shape without adjustment.

vSet™
Higher accuracy. Higher yield. 

Choose higher accuracy, more flexibility and longer life. The vSet vacuum meter 
system gives you improved singulation and greater seed flexibility. Make constant 
meter tweaks a thing of the past and see a corresponding hike in yield.
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*Jason Webster, Becks PFR Research Study, 2013. 20/20 SeedSense® , AirForce®, CleanSweep®, DeltaForce®, eSet®, FieldView®, FieldView® Plus, Keeton®, Precision Planting®, RowFlow®, vDrive™, 
vSet™, WaveVision® and YieldSense™ are trademarks of Precision Planting LLC. Apple and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.  
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CleanSweep®

Clean from the cab.

The air cylinder lets you set and adjust your row cleaners’ down pressure from the 
cab, so you can continuously adjust to changing field conditions. See more uniform 
germination and higher plant counts. Now row cleaning is easy.
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Keeton®

Be firm with your seeds. 

Consistent depth control is the most important job your planter does. The Keeton 
firms seeds to the bottom of the trench. It’s that simple for optimum seed-to-soil 
contact. 
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Dust particles aren’t seeds. WaveVision gets it. 

Optical sensors don’t know the difference between dust and seeds. WaveVision does, 
so you get accurate data to improve planting and yield. Eliminate the errors of optical 
sensors, and get the population you want.
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vDrive™
Break from convention. 

The maintenance parts of the planter are gone. No more lubing chains, sprockets, 
and drives, and no more worrying about hydraulics. You can clean up your planter 
with a drive on every row. Also, conventional drive systems plant too many seeds 
on the inside of a curve and too few on the outside. vDrive maintains the prescribed 
population on each row at every spot around a curve, so your yield potential stays 
high.

RowFlow®

Get your variable rate prescriptions right. 

With RowFlow, growers can precisely execute variable rate prescriptions, avoid 
overpopulation and minimize inputs, and even add liquid fertilizer control. It gets the 
right seeding rate in the right place, so you can lower costs while raising yields. 

For more information on any of these products or additional details on features, 
please contact your local Precision Planting Dealer.

www.precisionplanting.com/dealerlocator   |   309.925.5050
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YieldSense™
Better yield data for decision agriculture. 

With YieldSense, you can make better decisions with more accurate yield data that 
you can trust, wirelessly with FieldView Plus. Multiple machines syncing harvest data 
as you’re in the field… that makes sense.


